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Each Abelian p-group lil has a natural mu~t~~~ii~tio~ by p defined by 
pnc = x + ... + x where the sum has p terms. Forgetting addition in A and 
remembering only the multiplication by p yields what is called a (‘-basic) tree 
[I;] with root the identity of A. The trees form a category and the above process 
describes the action of the forgetful functor from Abelian groups to trees. The 
image of a tree under the adjoint of this forgetfui functor is called a simply 
presented Abeiian p-group. Simply presented p-groups, introduced by Crawley 
and Wales [2], constitute one of the most important classes of Abe&n groups 
Also known as totally projective p-groups, they form, in a natural sense, a maxi- 
mal class of Abel&p-groups in which UIm invariants distinguish individuals up 
to isomorphism. Recent work on valuated Abelian groups [5l has shed new light 
on Abelian groups, and in particular on matters related to height and Urn’s 
theorem. Thus it is natural to study valuated trees and their associated simply 
presented valuated p-groups. 
We are mainly concerned here with the finite case. Our principal result is that 
every finite, simply presented, valuated p-group is a direct sum of indecom- 
posable, simpiy presented, valuated p-groups. ~~~~~rrn~~~, a reduced, inde- 
composable, simply presented valuated p-group is necessarily finite, and arises 
from a unique valuated tree. The valuated trees that give rise to ~ndecom~o$ab~e 
valuated groups are precisely those valuated trees that admit no nontrivial 
retractions. These valuated trees form the basis for a complete set of invariants 
for finite, simply presented, valuated p-groups. 
* This author was partially supported by an Australian National University Post- 
doctcml Traveling Scholarship. 
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2. VALUATED TREES 
Throughout this paper p will denote a fixed prime. A tree is a set X, with a 
distinguished element 0 (the root of X), that admits a multiplication by p satis- 
fying: 
(1) po = 0; 
(2) for each x in X there is an n such that plzx = 0. 
If X is a tree and 01 is an ordinal, then the subset pUX is defined inductively by 
setting p”X = X, plX = {px : x E X> and 
P”X = n P(PBX> 
B<a 
for a > 0. The p-height hx of an element x in X is 01 if x ~p”X\p”+rX. If 
x EpXfor all ordinals 01, then we set kx = GO. Everyp-group is a tree, and this is 
the usual notion of height in p-groups. 
By a valuated tree we mean a tree X together with a function v on X such that: 
(1) vx is an ordinal or co; 
(2) vpx > vx; 
where we consider co > co. Note that ZIX > hx for all x in X. Any tree is 
naturally valuated by setting ZIX = Izx. Conversely, if ux = hx, we say that the 
valuated tree S is a tree. A map f : X + Y of valuated trees is a function such 
that: 
(1) f(P4 = PfW 
(2) g(x) > vx- 
If X is a tree, the second condition is superfluous. A valuated p-group is a 
p-group that is a valuated tree and satisfies: 
v(x + y) 2 min(vx, vy). 
It follows that vnx = ZIX if p does not divide n. A map of valuated p-groups is a 
group homomorphism that is a map of valuated trees. A valuated p-group for 
which v = t% is called a group. 
The forgetful functor from valuated p-groups to valuated trees has an adjoint 
which may be described as follows. Let X be a valuated tree, and let.Fx = C 2(x> 
be the free Abelian group on the nonzero elements of X. Let R, be the subgroup 
of Fx generated by elements of the form 
and 
and set S(X) = Fx/Rx . Each element of S(X) has a unique representative in F 
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whose coordinates are in (0, I,..., p - I>. If s = C ui(xi) where 0 < 24; < p: 
then set z’s = min(vxi). This turns S(X) into a valuated p-group. If j: X ---ih Y 
is a map of valuated trees, then f induces a map from Fx to F, takking C ni(x,> 
to C n&$), that takes h’, into I?, . Hence f induces a map from S(X) to S(Y) 
that is readily seen to be a map of valuated groups. If Y is actually a vaiuated 
group, then the map takingz n,(xi) to C nifxi shows that S is the adjaint of the 
forgetful fun&or. 
If X is a tree, then S(X) is a group (and conversely). Such groups are called 
sGn#y presented p-groups. This definition is equivalent to that of Crawley and 
Hales [2]. If X is a valuated tree we say that S(X) is a simply preselzled valz*a& 
p-group. 
We think of valuated trees as graphs with ordinals on them as in Fig. i. 
Each node represents an element of the tree whose value is the ordinal next to it. 
Passage downward from one node to another represents multiplication by p. 
The order of an element is the least power p” of p such that pnx = 0. In Fig. ! 
we have arranged that all elements of the same order he at the same ievel. The 
elements of value 4 and w have order p. 
Each valuated tree X admits a natural partial order by defining y > x if 
pny = x for some TZ. If x E X, then the branch determined by x is the set 
It is clear that B, is a valuated tree under the structure it inherits from X. The 
coproduct of a set of valuated trees is simply their disjoint union with tlte roots 
identified. Thus we say that a nontrivial valuated tree is ~~~~~~~~os~~~e if it has 
precisely one element of order p. Clearly each valuated tree is ~~~qu~~~ the 
coproduct of indecomposable valuatedtrees, name@, the coproduct of its branches 
3, where x has order?. The tree in Fig. 1 is the coproduct of two indecomposable 
trees. 
3. RETMCTIONS 
If X and Y are isomorphic valuated trees, then S(X) and S(Y) are isomorphic 
valuated groups, but the converse is not true. For example, the trees in Fig. 2 
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bath give groups that are direct sums of a p2-cycle and a p-cycle. Note that one 
tree is indecomposable while the other is not. This example suggests a way of 
constructing decompositions of S(X) by looking at X. A retraction of X is a 
valuated tree map Y: X -+ X such that r2 = P. 
FIGURE 2 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a valuated tree and Y a retraction of X. Then S(X) is 
isomorphic to S(X/yX) @ S(rX) where X/7X is the valuated tree got from X by 
~d~t~~y~ng 7X with zero. 
Proof. The natural map X --+ X7/rX and P induce a map 4: S(X) + 
S(X/rX) @ S(rX). Clearly S(rX) _C S(X) while the vaiuated tree map f: X -+ 
S(X) defined by f(x) = x - YX induces a vahzated tree map XjrX + S(X) and 
hence a valuated group map S(X/rX) + S(X). Thus we get a map 
$: S(X/rX) @ S(rX) + S(X). For x E X we have Z@(X) = I/(X, YX) = x - YX + 
YX = x while if x E XlrX and ry E YX we have 4$(x, ry) = +(x - YX + my) = 
(x - YX + ry, YX - r2x + rzy) = (x, my). Thus rj is an isomorphism of valuated 
groups. 
Although there generally are decompositions of S(X) that are not induced by 
retractions of X, we shall show that if X has no nontrivial retractions, then S(X) 
is indecomposable (Corollary 12). 
LEMMA 2. Let X be an indecomposable valuated tree and Y a nmzero retraction 
of X. Then 7 presemes order. 
Proof. Let y be the element of order p in X. Then ry = y since some nonzero 
element of X is fixed by r. If x has order pn, then p+rx = y so pn-rrx = 
@-lx = 7y = y # 0. Thus r preserves order. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be an i~e~o~~posab~e vu~~~ed tree. Then X has a ~o~.ty~vi~~ 
retraction if and only if the7e ape distinct nonzero ele~~ts x and y in X, mch thut 
px = py, and an orde7 preserving valuated tree map f : B, -+ B, sending x to y. 
Proof. Suppose r is a nontrivial retraction of X. Then YW # w for some w in 
X. Choose the smallest n such that pnw = rpnw. Since X is indecomposable, 
pnw # 0. Then x = p+-lw and y = rx are the desired elements. For the 
converse, define r to be f on B, and the identity elsewhere. 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a valuated tree. Then the7e is an order p7es~v~~g 7et7action 
Y of S(X) onto x. 
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P4yoof. The support of an element s in S(X) consists of those xi in X that 
appear when we write s = x uixi with 0 < ui < p. We shall define r~ by induc- 
tion on the order of s. Set rO = 0. For s # 0 choose rs + 
as,d TS < z flor some z in the support of s. Clearly zc is a 
of valuated trees. Since ox < x, for x in X, we have rz = x so P is the desired 
D&YKti0n. 
4. THE FINITE CASE 
11’ X is a finite valuated tree, then Lemma 1 implies that S(X) is a direct sum 
of valuated groups S( Y)where Yhas no nontrivial retractions. We shall show that 
such a Y is dete~ined by S(Y). 
Pvoo$ Since X is finite we can find a positive integer n so that fzn -f”. 
ThusJ* is a retraction of X. Since f is order preserving, f” f 0. Thus eitherf is 
an automorphism or f” is a nontrivial retraction. 
?h3XEM 6. Let X be a j%aite valuated tree with 720 noazt&xkl retractions. Ij 
q(x) is isomoz~phic to S(Y), t?ien x is isomorphic to Y* 
~YOOf. Let p: S(X) -+ S(Y) be an isomo rphism. By Lemma SE we have 
order preserving retractions Y, and rr of S(X) and S(Y) onto X and Y. ence 
iiyf: x+ Yands,f-1: Y -+ X are order preserving. Hence rXjc--lty3C: X+ X 
is order preserving and so, by Lemma 5, is an automorphism. Since X and Y 
must have the same number of elements, this says that rrf is an isomorphism 
between X and Y. 
The endomorphism ring of a finite valuated p-group is finite. Since a finite 
ring with no nontrivial idempotents is local, the ~u~~-~cb~~dt theorem holds 
[7, Theorem 1; in the category of finite valuated p-groups. Thus the structure of 
finite, simply presented, valuated p-groups would be recked to that of valuated 
trees X that admit no nontrivial retractions, provided that we could show that 
S(X) is indecomposable for such X. 
THEORO,M 7. Let X be a $nite valuated tree that Aa?; no ~~~ty~~i~~ retractioras. 
Then S(X) is &decomposable. 
Proof. Let x be the element of order p in X. We shall show that the only 
idempotent endomorphism a of S(X) such that ax # 0 is the identity. Let X be 
the valuated tree got from X by setting x = 0. Let B, ,..., IS, be the branches 
of X det~rrn~~ed by the elements yI ,-.~, yn of x such that py, = x. Then 
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S(X) = S(B,) @ .*. @ S(B,). R/I oreover S(X) maps onto S(X) with kernel K 
generated by x. Since K = {s E S(X): vs > vx] is fully invariant, oi induces an 
idempotent endomorphism Z of S(X). 
By induction on the cardinality of X, the valuated groups A’(&) are indecom- 
posable. The Cull-Schmidt theorem says that, after reindexing, we can write 
S(X) = A, @ ... @ A, where A, g S(E$) and the image of & is A, @ ... @ A, 
for some m < n. Let rj be the projection of S(X) on Aj . We shall show that 
TT~F~% = 0 if j < n. If r?Fy, # 0, then the restriction of T?& to B, preserves 
order, so by Lemmas 4 and 2 we get an order preserving map B% -+ Bj. But 
this would give a retraction of X, by Lemma 3, ifj < n. So ~~oly, = 0 ifi < n. 
On the other hand, if OIy, = 0, then aX = olpr, = pay, = 0, so q, f 0. Thus 
we must have m = n, so E is the identity on S(X). Therefore a: is an automor- 
phism, and so is the identity on S(X). 
We summarize the preceding results. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a finite valuated tree. Then there exists a set X, ,..., X, 
of irretractable valuated trees, zlnique up to isomorphism, such that S(X) = 
S(X;) @ ... @ S(Xn). Furthermore any direct sum decomposition of S(X) may be 
reJined to this one. 
5. IRRETRACTABLE VALUATED TREES 
We now show how to construct arbitrarily complicated finite irretractable 
valuated trees. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a jinite &decomposable tree such that ;f hx = hy = 0, 
thenpx =# py. Then X admits a valuation under which it has mo nontrivial retractions. 
Proof. Note that the given conditions are certainly necessary for the existence 
of such a valuation. Linearly order the nodes of X as follows. Set x < y if the 
order of x is greater than the order of y. Linearly order the set {x: px = y} 
for each y in X so that x1 > xa if hx, < hx, . Then, by induction, if x and y have 
the same order, and px # py, set x > y if px < py. Now valuate X by setting 
vx = n if x is the nth nonzero element under this linear order. Suppose Y is a 
nontrivial retraction of the valuated tree X. Then, by Lemma 3, there are distinct 
nonzero nodes x and y in X such that px = py, and an order preserving map 
f: B, -+ B, . If hy = 0, then hx = 0 contradicting our hypothesis, so hy 3 1. 
Since f(x) = y we must have vx < my so hx > hy 3 1. Write x = px’. Since 
vx < my and pf(x’) =f(px’) = f(x) = y, we have ‘ux’ > vlf(x’) which is 
impossible. 
In particular we can get a p3-bounded indecomposable, simply presented, 
valuated group of arbitrary finite rank by using trees such as the one shown in 
Eig. 3. 
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Clearly the only pz-bounded trees that satisfy the hypothesis of Thecrem 9 
are the chains. Hence the only finite p2-bounded, simply presented valuated 
groups are direct sums of cyclics. This is a special case of [3, Theorem Kj which 
says the same for arbitrary finite, pa-bounded, valuated groups. 
We now turn to the question of the existence of irretractable valuated trees 
otiher than the finite ones. 
We say that a valuated tree X is reduced’ if X has no infinite ascending chain 
0 < x1 < x2 .... If X has such a chain then necessarily t;xi = x for i = 1, 2,... 
and, since we may assume pxi+, = xi for all i andpx, = 0, the chain is a retract 
of X. Thus if X is not reduced, then X is irretractable if and only if X i.s an 
infinite ascending chain. In this case S(X) G Z(p”), the quasi-cyclic divisible 
p-group, which is well known to be indecomposable. We therefore restrict 
attention to valuated trees with no infinite ascending chains. 
If X and Y are valuated trees, we set X < Y if there is an order preserving 
map of X into Y. This relation is reflexive and transitive, that is, a preor&~. 
A set Q with preorder < is partly well ordHed [I, p. 122] if, for each infinite 
sequence qr , q2 f.. . in Q, there exist integers i, j such that i < j and qi < q.i . It is 
easy to show that if Q is partly well ordered, then every infinite sequence in 9 
contains an infinite ascending subsequence-that is, there is an infinite set (1-‘1 
of pasitive integers such that i’ </ implies Q < Q . 
Let S be a set of valuated trees, and PS the set of finite subsets of S. Then PS 
is generated by S under the binary operation of set union. efine a preorder on 
PS by setting A < B if, to each X in A there is a Yin B such that X < Y. This 
preorder is trivially a divisibility preordering [l, p, LB], so [l, Tneorem III. 2.91: 
implies that PS is partly well ordered if S is. We use this to prove: 
THEOREM 10. Ezwy set S of fikte aahated trees is $artEy well ordered, 
Proqf. By the preceding remark we may assume that the trees in X are 
indecomposable. Let Xl , X2 ,... be a sequence of trees in S. We must exhibit 
i < j such that Xi < Xj . Set 
a FL= inf{a! : o! > vx, o(x) = p”, x E x E s>. 
WC distinguish two cases. 
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Casel. a,= a for n = 1, 2,... . Let k be such that p”Xr = 0 and ,6 the 
maximum value of the nonzero elements of X, . As ti*+r = a: there is an Xj 
containing an element y of order pk+i such that vy 2 /3. Mapping x --f pry 
where the order of pTy is the same as the order of x shows X, < X9 . 
Case 2. a1 # an for some A. We use induction on DL~ and then on the largest n 
for which a1 = ol, . Let p(X,) be the element of order p in X, , and X5 the finite 
set of trees obtained by setting p(X,) to zero. Our induction assumption implies 
u Xi is partly well ordered. Ry the remark preceding the theorem, the X, are 
partly well ordered. Thus there is a subsequence X5(,,) < Xi(s) < .... Since 
every descending chain of values is finite, we have vp(XJ < ~pvp(X,) and Xi < X$ 
for some i,j with i < j. It follows that Xi < Xj . 
VVe remark that the proof of 14, Theorem 11 can be modified to giveTheorem 10. 
T~EO~M 11. EWY~ ~~~n~te y d~ced valuated’ tree i’aas a ?~t~~v~~~ ~et~~ctio~. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Among the infinite reduced trees with no non- 
trivial retractions, choose one whose unique eIement x of order p has minimum 
height. Then all branches determined by elements y such that py = x are finite. 
Theorem 10 and Lemma 3 then give a nontrivial retraction. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a simply presented valuated p-group. T&en A is 
~~decornpos~b~~ only if A is j&&e OY A s Z(pm). Thzs a foliated tree X has no 
nontrivial pety~ct~ns if and only if S(X) is ~~ecompos~~e. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We end with an example of a finite valuated p-group that is not simply 
presented. Let A = B @ C where B is cyclic of order ps with generator x, and 
C is cyclic of order p2 with generator y. Value A by setting vx = 0, vpx = 1, 
vpsx = 3, Roy = 2, vpy = 3, v[pzx + py) = 4. Since A has order p5 and v 
takes on five distinct values, if A s S(X) then each node of X must have a 
different value. If z E X and v.z = 0, then v$.z = 1 and z@z = 3. On the other 
hand, if ‘10 E X and ‘upu = 4, then hw = 1 so m = pw’ for some w‘ E X. The 
only value left for w’ is 2 which is impossible because if n E A has value 2, then 
vpa = 3. 
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